SMART AC Controller

Give Horns To Your AC
Like the Ides of March,
IoT is descending upon
us. Today, everyone is
hooked to his mobile
phone. Why not utilize
that to our advantage?
Current ACs are
managed by a remote
control that has
capabilities defined just
for the AC. In addition
to on/off function, you
can set the desired temperature, alter the air flow,
operate the flap and so on.
A smartphone can execute all these functions and
more. A smartphone can also collect usage data,
and monitor the performance of the AC.

The smartphone can
give you exact status of
the AC, the temperature
inside the room, and a
whole slew of additional
data such as running
time, power
consumption, etc. The
AC can be controlled
from anywhere through
an Internet connection.
Using NFC, the AC can
also be controlled without WiFi. You can set the room
ambience you need from anywhere. Forgotten to
switch your AC off? No problem. Switch it off from your
car. Worried about your EB bills? Analyze the power
consumption pattern of your AC and call for servicing or
repair.

Welcome To SMACC
Installed as an add-on to your existing controller board, Soslaey’s Smart AC Controller (SMACC) introduces
smartness and full communication capabilities to the AC. Using WiFi or Bluetooth, SMACC acts as a
communication bridge between the smartphone and your AC. SMACC reads all data and controls the AC through
your current electronics board. It just adds a lot of smartness.

Advantages
To The User








User friendly app on smartphone for easy use.
GUI based intuitive controls.
Alerts and help for decision making.
Predictive analysis for servicing requirements.
Data analysis of power consumption.
Suggestions for defined electricity spend.
Monitor, control and update from any part of
the globe.

To The Manufacturer









INTERESTED? Get in Touch
SOSALEY TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED

Low costs and quick ROI.
Enhanced customer happiness and satisfaction.
Enhanced sales and market share.
Complete knowledge of each installation.
Remote inspection for quick trouble shooting.
Proactive troubleshooting and servicing of ACs.
Cloud based data analysis for performance and
quality evaluation.
Cloud based analysis of sales and installation for
production and distribution optimization.
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